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Abstract 
 
We address investment in regulated natural gas pipelines when investment is lumpy and 
the demand for gas is stochastic. This is a problem that can be solved in theory as a 
dynamic program, but a practical solution depends on functions and parameters that are 
either subjective or cannot be estimated. We then reformulate the problem from the 
standpoint of consumers that face incomplete markets. It is shown that for reasonable 
parameter values consumers prefer to pay for excess capacity rather than bear the risk of 
congestion. These strategies can be implemented with reasonably straightforward 
policies. Since the demand for gas is very inelastic, the welfare losses associated from 
small deviations from a first best optimum are minimal. This implies that the gas pipeline 
system can be regulated with a relatively simple set of transparent rules without any 
significant loss of welfare. 
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1. Introduction 

The timing of lumpy investment with stochastic demand for pipelines is not a solved 

problem. It is not a problem that is conceptually difficult, but the information needed is 

not available. The technology of gas pipelines requires lumpy investment. Once the 

pressure limits on a pipeline are reached, the only way to add capacity is to add pipe or 

add pumping stations to increase throughput. The market is not a good guide to the 

allocation of resources in pipeline capacity. It can take as long as three years lead time to 

increase pipeline capacity, so it is necessary to rely on forecasts of future demands for the 

purpose of planning investment in pipeline capacity. These forecasts are at best uncertain. 

Some of the stochastic elements are short term such as weather and others, such as the 

price of gas, are long term and can reflect macroeconomic conditions. Such forecasts 

either do not exist or they are subject to such errors that they are not very useful. 

The problem of investing in pipelines with lumpy investment is one that has not 

been solved. In theory, the problem can be formulated as a dynamic program, but the 

solution depends on functions and parameters that are either subjective or cannot be 

estimated. Further, computing a first-best efficient solution may not very useful. The 

elasticity of the demand for gas is such that small amounts of congestion can cause large 

fluctuations in price. Inasmuch as many consumers do not have access to complete 

markets, these fluctuations result in substantial transfers.  

In this paper, we formulate the problem in a manner that consumers can choose 

between an increase in cost of transporting gas against the reduced risk of transfers due to 

congestion of the pipeline. These investment strategies are not optimal in the strict sense 

of the word. There is a well-known result in the network literature that an optimal 
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investment policy involves some periods where the constraint is binding.  However, in a 

second best world, consumers, who ultimately pay the full cost, may prefer to bear the 

cost of excess capacity rather than the risk of transfers created by binding constraints. 

These investment policies are C-efficient if the consumers of the gas bear the cost of 

moving the gas in the pipeline.1  

Another issue in the regulation of gas pipelines is the rate structure. The 

technology of pipelines is such that marginal cost pricing will not cover average costs 

during a substantial part of the investment cycle. A theoretical solution to the non-lumpy 

version of this problem is a two-part tariff. However, investment in gas pipelines is 

lumpy by nature. Since the demand for gas is very inelastic, the welfare losses associated 

with average cost pricing are small. In particular, this implies that a gas pipeline system 

could be regulated with a reasonably simple set of rules that regulate investment and rates 

without any significant loss of welfare. The resulting system can be transparent and a 

good candidate for some institutional arrangement in which there is substantial 

incremental private investment in gas pipelines.2 

2. Two-Part Tariff Regulation 

A network transmission firm (Transco) might be regulated to provide it with long-term 

investment incentives to reach steady state equilibrium where the marginal cost of 

expansion equals the marginal revenue from congestion. Some mechanisms suggest 

                                                 
1 Dierker, Dierker and Grodal (2001) have introduced the concept of S-efficiency in the general equilibrium 
literature. An allocation is S-efficient if it is optimal for the shareholders of a firm.  We define an allocation 
to be C-efficient for a pipeline if the consumers of gas prefer it to the efficient first-best allocation.  
2 Mexico is an example of a gas industry that is owned by a public firm (Pemex) and that has not been 
successful enough to develop, partly due to the ownership structure but also due to its regulatory 
framework (see Brito and Rosellón,  2002a, b, 2005a,b; Brito, Littlejohn and Rosellón, 2000; and Rosellón 
and Halpern, 2001). 
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comparing the Transco performance with a measure of welfare loss (Léautier, 2000, 

Grande and Wangesteen, 2000, and Joskow and Tirole, 2002).  

Another trend in the literature is the use of price regulation to provide proper 

expansion incentives for non-lumpy transmission expansion projects. Vogelsang (2001) 

has shown that regulation of the price structure can be used to resolve congestion 

problems of transmission lines in the short run as well as capital costs and investment 

issues in the long run. Vogelsang proposes a two-part tariff regulatory model with 

variable (or usage) charges and fixed (or capacity) charges. The Transco is a profit-

maximizing monopolist that makes investment and pricing decisions subject to regulation 

on its two-part tariff. The solution to this problem also takes care of congestion problems 

by means of the variable charges. Long-term capital costs are recuperated through the 

fixed charge. Incentives for investment in network expansion are achieved through the 

rebalancing of the fixed part and the variable part of the tariff. Transmitted volumes for 

each type of service are used as weights3 for the corresponding various prices so that the 

                                                 

I p w pi i
i

n

( ) =
=


1

3 There are two basic ways to regulate price structure: one with fixed weights --tariff-basket regulation-- 
and another with variable weights --average revenue regulation--. Under the former regime, a maximum 

limit is established over and index where pi are the different prices and wi are the fixed 

weights. Weights might be output (or throughput) quantities of the previous period (chained Laspeyres), 
quantities of the current period (Paasche), intertemporally fixed quantities (fixed Laspeyres), or projected 
quantities that correspond to the steady state equilibrium (ideal Laffont-Tirole weights, as in Laffont and 
Tirole, 1996). Non-fixed variable weights are usually associated to average revenue regulation which sets a 
cap on incomes per unit but that does not set fixed weights that limit the relative variation of prices. 
Compared to tariff-basket regulation, this confers the firm greater flexibility in tariff rebalancing. The 
literature has proved that, under stability conditions of costs and demand –and myopic profit maximization-
-, the use of the chained Laspeyres index makes the prices of the regulated firm intertemporally converge to 
Ramsey pricing (Vogelsang 2001, Vogelsang 1989, Bertoletti y Poletti, 1997, Loeb and Magat 1979, and 
Sibley, 1989). The chained-Laspeyres structure simultaneously reconciles two opposing objectives: the 
maximization of social welfare and the individual rationality of the firm. Social surplus is redistributed to 
the monopoly in such a way that long-run fixed costs are recovered but, simultaneously, consumer surplus 
is maximized over time. Under changing conditions of the cost and demand functions –or under discounted 
myopic profit maximization— however, a profit maximizing firm subject to a chained Laspeyres constraint 
might establish prices that diverge from the Ramsey structure (Neu, 1993, Fraser, 1995, Law, 1995, and 
Brennan, 1989). 
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Transco’s profits grow as capacity utilization and network expansion increase. In 

equilibrium, the rebalancing of fixed and variable charges depends on the ratio between 

the output weight and the number of consumers.  

An application of the Vogelsang mechanism to the expansion of natural-gas 

distribution networks is carried out by Ramírez and Rosellón (2002). Price regulation of 

natural-gas distribution tariffs in Mexico uses the average-revenue methodology during 

the first five years of the projects. Tariff-basket regulation is used afterwards. The reason 

being that the Mexican distribution projects are mainly greenfield meaning that they are 

characterized in their initial stages by high growth rates –and low participation in total 

sales—of the residential service and, more importantly, by volatile cost and demand 

conditions. Therefore, average-revenue regulation is more consistent with investment 

attraction under uncertainty since it is a laxer constraint for firms than the chained-

Laspeyres regulation. Ramírez and Rosellón address the effects of this system on 

consumer surplus. They show that the regime implies incentives for setting two-part 

tariffs strategically where the variable charge is typically dropped to its lowest feasible 

level while the fixed charge is raised to compensate for the loss of profit. A stochastic 

effect is also created due to the endogenous determination of weights that, when 

combined with competition for the distribution market, implies increased values of 

consumer surplus for higher levels of risk aversion and uncertainty.  
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3. Average Cost Pricing for Gas Pipelines 
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Figure 1 

Pipelines have a high fixed cost, and for a substantial portion of their operating region 

low marginal costs. The capacity of the pipeline is ultimately limited by the pressure 

limits of pipe.  Figure 1 illustrates the cost curves for a 48-inch pipeline 100 miles long.  

At a pressure limit of 1,500 pounds per square inch, the pipeline reached its limit at 

approximately 3,800 million cubic feet per day. The dashed line denotes this limit.  At 

this point it becomes impossible to increase throughput by increasing power and it 

becomes necessary to add compressor stations that increases throughput without 

exceeding the line limit by increasing the pressure gradient. 

In a regulated regime for a gas network, marginal cost pricing results in a loss of 

rents. One solution to this problem is to set a fee that yields a regulated rate of return over 

the life of the project sufficient to cover all costs. As discussed in section 2, a more 

sophisticated alternative is a two-part tariff with a price cap. The sophisticated price cap 
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mechanism is efficient in that it sets the marginal cost of transporting gas equal to the 

variable change for moving gas.  The question is whether the more efficient allocation of 

resources merits the additional difficulties in regulation. The literature described in 

section 2 of this paper addresses the expansion of non-lumpy networks. Joskow and 

Tirole (2005) show that lumpiness in transmission investment makes the total value paid 

to investors less than the social value created. A two-part tariff regulatory system for 

lumpy transmission projects is thus an unsolved issue in the regulatory-economics 

literature. In this section we will show that the welfare loss associated with using a 

simpler average cost rate structure is small, and can probably be ignored. 

Dp()

p

Q

MC

AC

 

Figure 2 

The shaded area in Figure 2 illustrates the welfare loss associated with using 

average cost rather than marginal cost in transporting gas. The loss, L, is given by 

(3) 
( )2

2

AC MC Q
L

p

η−
=  
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where η  is the elasticity of the demand for gas. Simple calculations suggest that for 

elasticities of the demand for gas in the range of - 0.1 to - 0.2 the welfare loss is minimal. 

We can calculate the dead weight loss associated with using a rate of return fee structure 

for 4 million thousand cubic feet (MCF)  of gas when the price of gas equals $6.00 per 

MCF, the elasticity for the demand for gas is equal to -0.1.  If we calculate the change in 

demand and welfare loss for differentials between AC and MC of $0.10 to $0.20,  we get 

AC-MC Change in 
Demand  

MCF 

Welfare Loss 
for 4,000,000 

MCF 
0.10 6,667 333.33 
0.11 7,333 403.33 
0.12 8,000 480.00 
0.13 8,667 563.33 
0.14 9,333 653.33 
0.15 10,000 750.00 
0.16 10,667 853.33 
0.17 11,333 963.33 
0.18 12,000 1080.00 
0.19 12,667 1203.33 
0.20 13,333 1333.33 

Table 1 

 
If the difference is $0.10, we get that the change in demand is 6,667 MCF and the 

deadweight loss is $330. The welfare loss is quadratic with respect to the differential, the 

deadweight loss is $1,333 if the differential is $.20. This is on the order of .0003 cents per 

MCF. The welfare loss associated with using a rate of return fee structure for transport 

pipelines is so small that it is hard to see how the additional complexity in regulation can 

be justified since the elasticity in the demand for gas is low. 4  

 

 

 

                                                 
4 Dahl (1994) show this empirically.  
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4. Timing of Investment in Pipeline Capacity 

Let us consider the case when gas is being transmitted a distance L over a pipeline of 

diameter D.  Assume that the capital cost of this investment is . The demand for gas is 

given by  

0K

(4)   0( ) ( )tQ t e Q D pα=

where  is a random variable, and where p will adjust to make demand equal supply.  α

The pressure limit is such that 
0

0 ( )TQ e Q D pα=  (see figure 3). 

 
  

 
eαtQ0D(p) 

 
Q

 

 Q  

 

 

 

T  
T

 

 

Figure 3 

 
For simplicity we will assume that  is the only random variable and the 

mean,

0α >

α  , is known. Define ( )f t  as the probability that at time t, ( )0
te Q D p Qα = . If the 

constraint binds, the price of gas will have to increase, as gas cannot move to equilibrate 
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the market (see Figure 4). The assumption that  means that if the pipeline becomes 

congested at some , it will remained congested. 

0α >

0t T<

Now let us consider two possible stationary investment strategies such that 

pipeline capacity is doubled when the pipeline reaches a given fixed target. The policies 

are stationary in the sense that expected trajectory of throughput through the pipes 

repeats. Every time throughput reaches the target level, pipe capacity is doubled, and the 

cycle repeats. Given that investment occurs when capacity doubles, the time between 

investment is the doubling time, . Note that all of the proposed investment strategies 

have the same timing after the first investment, and that they differ only in the timing of 

the first investment and the amount of throughput. 

0T

The first investment strategy we will consider is the strategy that would result 

from investing when the pipe is expected to reach full capacity. This policy is 

implemented by a sequence of investments, { }0 0, 2nK K2 , , at . 

The present value of the cost of this investment sequence is 

0 0 0
1 , 1i iT T T i N−= + = 

(5) 
0 0 00 1

0 0K K+= + 0
0

2
N

reT irT i reT

i

V e e e V K− − −

=

= +

0

 

Note that the entire expenditure steam is discounted by to reflect that the 

first expenditure occurs at . 

0reTe−

0T

The second investment strategy we will consider is the strategy where the first 

investment occurs at at 1T Tβ= , and subsequent investments occur every time demand 
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doubles, . The present value of the cost of this investment 

sequence is 

1 1 0
1 , 2, ,i iT T T i N−= + = 

(6) 
1 0 11 1

0 0 02irT i reTe K K e V K− − + −= + = +

0

0

N
reT

i

V e
=


1T

0 0
NT

PV c

1T

 

Again, note that the entire expenditure steam is discounted by to reflect that 

the first expenditure occurs at . Except for the timing of the initial investment, the 

investment patterns of the two strategies are very similar. Investment occurs every time 

throughput doubles. Since the doubling time is the same, investment occurs at the same 

intervals. 

1reTe−

Let us consider the revenue streams necessary to pay for the two investment 

strategies. First, consider the case where there will be a doubling of capacity when the 

system reaches full capacity.  The first investment occurs at time  and let  be the 

flow of gas through the pipeline given this investment sequence. Let  be the charge for 

transporting gas that will pay for this investment.  Then  

0T ( )0Q t

0c

(7) . ( ) ( )
0 0

0
0 0

0 0

NT
rt rte Q t dt c e Q t dt− −= = 

Second consider the case where there will be a doubling of capacity when first 

investment occurs at time Tβ= . Let  be the flow of gas through the pipeline 

given this investment sequence. Let  be the charge for transporting gas that will pay for 

this investment.  Then  

( )1Q t

1c
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(8) . ( ) ( )
1 1

1 1 1
1 1

0 0

NT NT
rt rtPV c e Q t dt c e Q t dt− −= = 

Since the first investment plan has less capacity and is thus more likely to have congested 

intervals, and( ) ( )1 0Q t Q t≥ ( ) ( )
1 0

1 0

0 0

NT NT
rt rte Q t dt e Q t dt K− −≥ =  . 

If the revenue from the transport of natural gas is paying for the cost of the 

pipeline, then using equations (5) and (7) we get  

(9) ( )
0

00
0 0

0

NT
rt reTc e Q t dt e V K− −= + . 

Using equations (6) and (8) we get 

(10) ( )
1

11
1 0

0

NT
rt reTc e Q t dt e V K− −= + . 

Define  such that  2c

(11) ( )
0NT

12
0 0

0

rt reTc e Q t dt e V K− −= +  

Q1 t( )≥ Q0 t( )implies that . Define c  and  such that c2 > c1 3 c4

 (12) 
  
c3 e−rtQ

0
t( )

0

NT 0

 dt = e−reT 0

V  

and 
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(12) ( )
0

14
0

0

NT
rt rTc e Q t dt e V− −= . 

Solving for  we see that 0 1 2 3 4,  ,  ,  ,  c c c c c

(13)   c4 − c3 = c2 − c0 ≥ c1 − c0

and . So c0 > c3

(14) c4 =
e−rT 1

e−rT 0 c3  

and 

(15) c4 − c3 =
e−rT 1

e−rT 0 c3 − c3 = c3 e−rT 1

e−rT 0 − 1








  

(16) 

  

e−rT

e−rT 0

1

− 1








 c0 >

e−rT

e−rT 0

1

− 1








 c3 = c4 − c3 ≥ c1 − c0 . 

The present value of the cost per thousand cubic feet of gas a day for one 

investment cycle for maintaining a T  buffer of excess capacity has an upper 

bound given by  

0 − βT 0

(17) 

  

ΔC =
e−rT1

e−rT 0 − 1








 c0 e−rt

0

T 0

 dt =
e−rT1

e−rT 0 − 1










c0

r
1− e−rT 0( ) 

Let us calculate a simple example assuming that  and a growth rate of 

6.93 percent a year. This growth rate gives a doubling time of 10 years. Table 1 below 

0.10r =
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gives the cost per MCF of maintaining excess capacity for tariffs of $0.10, $0.25 and 

$0.50. 

 
Cost per MCF of Pipeline Buffer Capacity 

 Tariff per MCF 
 0.10 0.25 0.50 

Weeks of 
Buffer Capacity 

Present Value of Cost
dollars 

Present Value of Cost
dollars 

Present Value of Cost
dollars 

1 0.44 1.11 2.22 
2 0.89 2.22 4.45 
3 1.33 3.34 6.67 
4 1.78 4.45 8.91 
5 2.23 5.57 11.15 
6 2.68 6.69 13.39 
7 3.13 7.82 15.63 
8 3.58 8.94 17.89 
9 4.03 10.07 20.14 
10 4.48 11.20 22.40 
11 4.93 12.33 24.66 
12 5.39 13.47 26.93 
13 5.84 14.60 29.20 
14 6.30 15.74 31.48 
15 6.75 16.88 33.76 
16 7.21 18.02 36.05 
17 7.67 19.17 38.34 
18 8.13 20.32 40.63 
19 8.59 21.47 42.93 
20 9.05 22.62 45.23 
21 9.51 23.77 47.54 
22 9.97 24.93 49.85 
23 10.43 26.09 52.17 
24 10.90 27.25 54.49 
25 11.36 28.41 56.82 
26 11.83 29.57 59.15 

Table 1 

5. Cost of Congestion 

Let  be the price of gas in the absence of congestion, and p t( ) p t( )be the price of gas if 

the pipeline is congested.  Define 
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(18) Δp t( )= p t( )− p t( )  

as the rents in the price of gas a time t due to congestion. The present value of the 

expected rents the consumer will pay over the planning period is: 

(19)  . E[Z] = e−rtΔp t( )dt
0

T 0



As we have remarked, some of the stochastic elements that may lead to 

congestion are short term such as weather and others, such as the price of gas, are long 

term and reflect macroeconomic conditions. Forecasts on these elements either do not 

exist or they are subject to such errors that they are not very useful. To simplify the 

problem let us consider the case where congestion starts at some time T̂ < T 0 , and 

demand grows at the rate α   in the interval . Let be the associated rents. 

This simplification is a lower bound to all other possible congestion paths, , that 

have the property that 

T̂ ,T 0  Δp̂ t( )

( )p tΔ 

(20) . ( )
0 0

ˆ0

ˆ
T T

rt rt

T

e p t e p d− −Δ ≥ Δ  t

t

The present value of congestion is given by 

(21) . 

0

0 00

0 ˆ

ˆ
TN

reT irT rt

i T

V e e e p d− − −

=

= Δ 
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It is useful to compute an example. Assume that throughput grows at 6.93 percent a year.  

If initial throughput is 
  

Q

2
 (where the capacity of the pipeline is Q ) we can expect the 

pipeline to be congested in 10 years.  Now suppose that congestion occurs at .  0T̂ T<
Table 2 below the expected cost transfers caused by congestion for one to twenty 

six weeks. The assumption made in calculating these transfers is that demand grows at 

the average rate after the capacity of the pipeline is reached. These transfers are initially 

very small, but grow exponentially. 

Cost per MCF of Pipeline Buffer Capacity 
 Price per MCF 
 4.00 6.00 8.00 

Weeks of 
congestion 

Present Value of Rents
dollars 

Present Value of Rents
dollars 

Present Value of Rents
dollars 

1 0.11 0.17 0.23 
2 0.43 0.64 0.86 
3 0.95 1.42 1.90 
4 1.68 2.51 3.35 
5 2.61 3.92 5.22 
6 3.76 5.64 7.52 
7 5.12 7.68 10.25 
8 6.70 10.06 13.41 
9 8.50 12.76 17.01 
10 10.53 15.79 21.06 
11 12.78 19.17 25.56 
12 15.26 22.89 30.52 
13 17.97 26.96 35.94 
14 20.92 31.38 41.84 
15 24.10 36.16 48.21 
16 27.53 41.30 55.06 
17 31.20 46.80 62.40 
18 35.12 52.68 70.24 
19 39.29 58.93 78.58 
20 43.71 65.57 87.42 
21 48.39 72.59 96.78 
22 53.33 80.00 106.66 
23 58.54 87.80 117.07 
24 64.01 96.01 128.01 
25 69.75 104.62 139.50 
26 75.77 113.65 151.53 

Table 2 
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Figure 4 below gives the expected cost of transfers due to congestion and the cost 

of  buffer capacity for a price of gas of $6.00 per MCF, and a tariff of $.25 per MCF. Not 

surprising at very small levels of congestion, it is not optimal to install buffer capacity 

even to prevent transfers. However, as can be seen in the table, after seven weeks 

consumers are willing to pay for more than seven weeks of buffer capacity and by sixteen 

weeks the transfers due to rents are more that twice the cost of buffer capacity. Note that 

a sixteen week error could be caused by an average growth rate of 7.1 percent as opposed 

to the 6.9 percent that results in throughput doubling every ten years 
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The real world is very much more complicated and there are problems such as 

weather, macro-economic shocks, or war in the Middle East. The cost of buffer capacity 

is low and the cost of transfers that result from congestion to the consumers of gas of 

congestion is very high. The political economy of the situation is straight-forward. There 

are three interested parties: the operators of the pipeline, the sellers of gas and the 

consumers. If the operators of the pipeline have property rights, then they could collect or 

share the rents associated with transfers associated with congestion. If the market for 

access was competitive they would collect all the rents, otherwise they would share them. 

If the rate structure was regulated and access to the pipeline in the event of congestion is 

determined by queuing, the sellers of gas would prefer congestion. The expected value of 

congestion for the sellers of gas is positive.   

6. Conclusions 

 
The demand for gas is very inelastic and it is a two edged sword with respect to pipeline 

capacity in a regulated regime. An increase in demand that leads to congestion, results in 

a huge increase in the price of gas, and in substantial transfers if there are incomplete 

markets. However, inelastic demand also permits the implementation of a very simple 

rate structure. Further, the transfers are of such magnitude that consumers are willing to 

pay for substantial buffer capacity. Maintaining such buffer capacity is not Kaldor-Hicks 

superior as real resources are used to prevent transfers so compensation is not possible 

even in theory. However, if the objective of regulators is to protect the consumers, our 

calculations suggest that consumers would prefer to pay for excess capacity in the 

pipeline system rather than to risk the consequences of congestion.  
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